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**Background**

Being a current psychiatric in-patient is one of the strongest statistical risk factors for suicide. It is usually assumed that this strong association is not causal but is a result of the combination of the selection of high-risk patients for admission and the imperfect protection from suicide afforded by psychiatric wards. Logically, a third factor, which is causal, might play a role in the association. It has recently been suggested that adverse experiences in psychiatric units such as trauma, stigma and loss of social role might precipitate some in-patient suicides.

**Aims**

To consider whether there is a causal association between psychiatric hospitalisation and suicide.

**Method**

We used the framework of Austin Bradford Hill’s criteria for assessing causality in epidemiology to consider the possibility that psychiatric hospitalisation might causally contribute to the extent and variation in in-patient suicide rates.

**Results**

The association between psychiatric hospitalisation and suicide clearly meets five of the nine Hill’s criteria (strength of association, consistency, plausibility, coherence and analogy) and partially meets three of the remaining four criteria (gradient of exposure, temporality and experimental evidence).

**Conclusions**

Admission to hospital itself might play a causal role in a proportion of in-patient suicides. The safety of being in hospital with respect to suicide could be examined with a large-scale randomised controlled trial (RCT). In the absence of an RCT, the possibility of a causal role provides further impetus to calls to make care in the community more available and psychiatric hospitals more acceptable to patients.
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we have considered whether factors that can be part of the experience of admission to hospital, and that are known to be associated with suicide in the general community, might also be associated with some in-patient suicides. These factors include trauma, stigma, despair and loss of social role. If some in-patient suicides are associated with these factors, they could be labelled nosocomial suicides. Differences between hospitals in the extent to which they cause trauma, stigma, despair and loss of social role might be an under-recognised, but important, third factor explaining the extent and variation in in-patient suicide rates.

That some suicides might result from the inability of hospitals to prevent suicide whereas others might be due to elements intrinsic in the hospital care has parallels in other areas of medicine. For example, intensive care units prevent many deaths, but cannot prevent all, and in some instances, factors associated with intensive care itself, such as hospital-acquired infections, will cause some deaths that might otherwise not have occurred. Although it is well known that microorganisms endemic to hospitals can cause serious infection and even death, it has rarely been considered that adverse factors associated with psychiatric hospitalisation might result in suicide.

In general hospitals, the word ‘nosocomial’ is usually used to describe a causal association between an organism and a hospital-acquired infection. Here we use the term to describe suicides that would not have occurred had the patient not been admitted to a psychiatric hospital. In both instances, the term nosocomial has the caveat that it does not imply that being in hospital is the single cause of the adverse outcome. In relation to infection, host factors (such as age and debility) and non-hospital treatment factors (such as the previous use of antibiotics or current use of immunosuppressive medication) might also be important causes of a nosocomial infection. In relation to nosocomial suicide, we acknowledge that no suicide should be considered to be the result of any single factor and that host factors are likely to be very relevant. For example, it is very likely that the patient’s perception of trauma, stigma, despair and loss of social role is what is most relevant and that the patient’s perception is likely to be influenced by their presenting illness and vulnerabilities.

Do observational data support the concept of nosocomial suicide?

Half a century ago, in a landmark article – ‘The Environment and Disease: Association or Causation?’ – the English epidemiologist and statistician Austin Bradford Hill laid out guidelines as to how to proceed when there is an observed relationship between an environmental factor and disease that is ‘clear cut, and beyond what we would care to attribute to the play of chance’ and when experimental evidence was lacking or not practicable to obtain. Using what was learned from studies of the association between tobacco smoking and lung cancer, Hill proposed nine criteria that might influence belief in a causal association over a non-causal association. We chose to examine the concept of nosocomial suicide using Hill’s criteria primarily because of their historic role in highlighting potential risk factors for closer examination with respect to causality. Although we acknowledge that modern statistical methods can be used to generate stronger causal inferences than Hill’s criteria allow, databases examining the suicide trajectory of admitted and not admitted patients are few and the experimental evidence in relation to admission to hospital and suicide is slight.

Consideration of Hill’s criteria cannot prove that a proportion of in-patient suicides are nosocomial; Hill did not consider the nine criteria to be ‘hard-and-fast rules of evidence’. He did not think that any single criterion was proof of causality, nor that failure to fulfil any criterion was indisputable evidence against causation. Instead, he regarded the criteria as an aid to balancing the evidence to help us to make up our minds on the fundamental question – is there any other way of explaining the set of facts before us, and is there any other answer equally, or more likely, than cause and effect?

Method

Here, we utilise Hill’s criteria to weigh how seriously we should take the possibility that there might be a causal association between psychiatric hospitalisation and suicide. Hill’s criteria are strength, consistency, specificity, temporality, biological gradient or dose response, plausibility, coherence, experiment and analogy.

Results

Strength

Hill considered that a causal association was more likely when those exposed to an environmental factor were much more likely to experience the disease than those not exposed. Hill did not specify what would constitute a strong association, but the examples he used – lung cancer among smokers and scrotal cancer among chimney sweeps – had odds ratios of 10–30 and 200 respectively. The association between psychiatric hospitalisation and in-patient suicide is statistically stronger than the association between smoking and lung cancer. Rates of in-patient suicide of over 600 per 100 000 per annum found in modern psychiatric wards are 40 to 120 times higher than annual rates of suicide in the general community of between 5 and 15 per 100 000. A strong association persists when non-admitted psychiatric patients, rather than the general community, are considered to be the control group. Rates of suicide among admitted patients are significantly higher than never-admitted patients with similar demographics and psychiatric disorders.

Consistency

Hill considered that a causal association was more likely when an association was repeatedly observed by different researchers, in different places and in different circumstances. Acknowledging that there is very marked variation in suicide rates described in different studies, there is a consistent association between in-patient care and suicide, because rates of in-patient suicide are similarly high in studies from Australasia, Continental Europe, Nordic countries, the UK and the USA.

Specificity

Hill considered that a stronger argument in favour of causation could be made if those exposed to an environmental factor had mortality because of the specific disease, but were not at increased risk of other forms of dying. Although suicide is probably the most common cause of death in psychiatric hospitals, the qualitative difference between suicide and other causes of death suggests this criterion might be less relevant.

Temporality

Although it is straightforwardly the case that gaining in-patient status comes before in-patient suicide, other temporal aspects are relevant. Although suicidal ideas and suicidal behaviour commonly precede admission to hospital and suicide, a meta-analysis found that the majority of people who completed suicide while they were in-patients had not expressed suicidal ideation at the point of admission and were not admitted after suicide attempts. In this sense, some suicidal behaviour is temporally related to psychiatric hospitalisation. Moreover, the very high rate of suicide immediately after discharge from hospital may also represent evidence of a temporal relationship between being in hospital and suicide.
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Biological gradient

Hill considered that belief in a causal association was strengthened by a ‘dose-response curve’. By this he meant that hypotheses of causality were consistent with increased rates of disease in those who incurred a greater dose or exposure to the environmental factor. Meta-analysis suggests that in-patients with a greater number of previous admissions to hospital and with longer stays in hospital are at an increased risk of in-patient suicide compared with patients with fewer admissions and shorter admissions. Although longer admissions might also be associated with more suicides because of the increased time at risk and patients with more risk factors for suicide might have longer admissions, neither of these possibilities excludes a causal dose-related association between being in hospital and suicide.

Plausibility

Hill considered that a causal association was more likely if there was an understandable mechanism by which the environmental factor might be linked to disease. There is a plethora of literature about the adverse psychosocial consequences of in-patient psychiatric care. These adversities include humiliation, stigmatisation, loss of autonomy, perceived trauma and exposure to actual violence. Psychiatric in-patients can also experience a loss of accommodation and employment, and losses in social support and social role. It is known that negative emotional states, stigma and trauma are associated with suicide in the wider community, and there is no reason to think this is not the case in in-patient settings. In fact, it is likely that already vulnerable patients are more susceptible to the adversity associated with in-patient care. Variation in the type and extent of adversity between hospitals might also explain some of the variation in in-patient suicide rates.

Coherence

Hill considered that a causal mechanism should not ‘seriously conflict with the generally known facts of the natural history … of the disease’. Situational suicide is a well-known phenomenon referring to self-destruction in a variety of adverse social circumstances. Moreover, suicide rates are elevated in custodial settings such as prisons and immigration detention centres. There is no incoherence in the notion that admission to hospital might cause some suicides.

Experiment

Hill considered that experimental or ‘semi-experimental’ evidence might impact one’s belief with regard to causation. He gave examples of a change in the degree of exposure resulting in a change in the incidence of the disease. Psychiatric deinstitutionalisation might be regarded as a ‘semi-experiment’ for our purposes. Here the results of the relevant studies are conflicting, some finding psychiatric bed closures were associated with reduction in suicide, including in-patient suicides, some finding possible increases in suicide and some finding no change in suicide rates.

Analogy

Hill considered that weaker evidence could be more readily accepted if there was a similar type of causal association that had been unequivocally accepted. Although analogy is a weaker form of argument than argument from specifics, the comparison between suicides in psychiatric hospitals and hospital-acquired illness, including infection, surgical accidents and medication errors, is obvious. In these examples, elements of the stay in hospital contribute substantially to morbidity and mortality.

Discussion

The relationship between psychiatric hospitalisation and suicide fulfils five of Hill’s criteria — strength of association, consistency, plausibility, coherence and analogy. A further three criteria — temporality, biological gradient and experiment — are partially met. On weighing these results, the possibility that nosocomial suicides account for a proportion of in-patient suicides is worthy of serious consideration. But what more can be done to investigate the potential relationship between admission to hospital and suicide and what, if anything, should be done while we await the results of these investigations?

To date, only two experimental studies have examined the effects of any form of hospital admission on suicide outcomes. Neither study had sufficient sample size to examine whether admission to a hospital saves lives or causes suicide. Waterhouse & Platt conducted a small randomised controlled trial (RCT) of admission to a general hospital v. community care after suicide attempt and found no difference in a variety of outcomes. Van de Sande and colleagues conducted a larger RCT comparing brief admission to a suicide crisis intervention unit with problem-solving aftercare v. care as usual. They also found no differences in a variety of outcomes.

The two RCTs of hospitalisation v. out-patient management suggest that a larger study with suicide as the main outcome measure might be possible. However, such a study would face very significant practical and ethical difficulties. The single biggest methodological issue would be the very large number of people that would need to be randomised. Compounding the need for a very large sample size are practical and ethical difficulties of recruiting patients for randomisation, because it is inevitable that, at any given crisis point, patients and clinicians will have preferences for either hospital or community treatment.

If a large-scale RCT could be performed, it would be a very direct test of whether in-patient psychiatric care caused more suicides than it prevented. A finding that admission to hospital was associated with a lower suicide mortality would not totally preclude the possibility that a smaller number of suicides result from the adverse effects of being in hospital but it would be very reassuring. Excess mortality in the hospitalisation arm would be alarming and would suggest that nosocomial suicides account for an important proportion of in-patient suicides.

In the final paragraphs of his article, under the heading ‘The Case for Action’, Hill argued that in deciding whether a known association could represent causation, we should ‘have to consider what flows from that decision’. Whether or not to take action on a suspected causal link would, he said, depend heavily, not only on the strength of the evidence, but also on the costs of reducing exposure and the impact of disease to be prevented. Even if we only have a strong suspicion that some in-patient suicides are a direct result of psychiatric hospitalisation, it must be the case that the costs of some efforts to reduce exposure are so low, and the cost and impact of suicide are so high that we should take some action now.

Perhaps the most obvious step would be to pay more attention to the adverse aspects of being in hospital from the patient’s perspective. Perceptions of trauma, stigma and loss of social support could easily be measured using self-report at the time of discharge. This sort of administrative clinical data would serve as a driver for improvements in hospital care and might provide important clinical information, potentially assisting some patients who have found hospital care unhelpful. Concerns about nosocomial suicide should also lead us to seek ways of admitting fewer patients, especially those patients who might find hospital treatment unacceptable. We should make greater efforts to maintain and increase resources for treatment in the community and discover ways to treat patients
consensually and in their own homes rather than involuntarily in hospital. When admission to hospital is unavoidable, as it will often be, we must maximise the therapeutic aspects of in-patient psychiatric care and develop suicide-specific prevention strategies. We should do whatever possible to make in-patient care less traumatic and less stigmatising, and we should try to ensure that patients maintain social roles and social supports during their stay.

We acknowledge that there might be costs associated with admitting fewer patients, not least because treating patients safely in their own homes might be more expensive than admitting them. There might also be costs in measures to improve the therapeutic elements of hospital admission and in reducing its adverse aspects. However, we believe that the weight of arguments is sufficiently strong to support some measures to reduce nosocomial suicide.

Hill warned that that one should not advocate for change unless there is strong evidence, but he also emphasised that ‘this does not imply crossing every “t,” and [crossing] swords with every critic, before we act’. We agree. Although continued investigation into the impact of nosocomial suicide is important, we need not be certain that adverse factors associated with being in hospital contribute to the high rate of in-patient suicide before we take steps that might ameliorate them.
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